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THE PROBLEM



Technology innovation
in libraries

What we talk about when we talk about



Recently...



Let's do mobile in the library



Let's do visualization in the library



Let's do makerspaces in the library



Now...



Let's do Google Business Views in the library



Let's do virtual/augmented reality in the library



Soon...



Let's do Technodyne K3 Direct Neural Interface* in the 
library



Let's do Technodyne K3 Direct Neural Interface* in the 
library

* doesn't actually exist.



Let's do Technodyne K3 Direct Neural Interface* in the 
library

* doesn't actually exist. yet.



Enhancing access



Enhancing access
(That's not the problem.)



Adopt and adapt



  Adopt and adapt?
How do we go beyond



Technology innovation
in libraries



Technology innovation
in libraries
more innovative?

How do we make



THE IDEA



Make the library 
a participant 

in tech development



Let's do
technology creation



Let's do
technology creation 

in the library



An artist's studio… for tech development



A shared space for
creating and displaying

new technologies



A workspace AND a display space



A home for misfit projects

- Too ephemeral

- Too uncertain

- Too awesome

for a traditional lab



The library provides...
- Dedicated development space

- Infrastructure

- A collegial environment

- Benefits of library location

for a fixed term



The library receives...
- Leading technologists in residence

- Diversification of user base

- Programming and partnered outreach

- Opportunities for active collaboration



Our users get...



Our users get...

Unprecedented access
through exposure, hands-on demos, and 

technologist-led programming



THE QUESTIONS



How do we assess need and scale?
How do we do outreach?



How do we assess need and scale?
How do we do outreach?

The greatest risk to a dedicated space 

is vacancy.



What's the application /
vetting process?



What's the application /
vetting process?

Success hinges on project quality and 

participant investment.



How do we come to terms with our 
protectiveness of space?



How do we come to terms with our 
protectiveness of space?

Failure to cede some control may 

stifle creativity.



What can we learn from existing 
incubator programs?



What can we learn from existing 
incubator programs?

And how do we build on them?



Thanks!
Andreas Orphanides

NCSU Libraries

akorphan@ncsu.edu

Images
● Mobile library: Design for Appalachian State mobile site by Andrew Nelson-Redondo

● Visualization: John Brosz, University of Calgary

● 3d printer: San Jose Public Library

● Bamford Library: Google Business Views

● Oculus Rift: Michael Bowles/REX via the Guardian

● Neural helmet: Back to the Future

● Empty studio: Urban Turf - DC Real Estate in Real Time

● Artist's workspace: The Beaumont Studios




